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structure combined with pore expansion. It was shown that it is possible to obtain high hydrophilic 
parameters with a contact angle value up to 17-20° using high values of current density, anodizing time, and 
electrolyte temperature by adjusting the electrochemical conditions. It was found that the obtained Al2O3 
coatings with a thickness of 5-12 µm have a disordered branched porous structure with a pore diameter from 
120 to 180 nm. The average pores diameter increased up to 210 nm with significant thinning and destruction 
of the pore walls after expansion of the pores using chemical etching (Figure 1). 

   

Figure 1. SEM images of modified porous alumina coatings and associated low contact angles: (a) - three-
step anodization (15-20-25 mA/cm

2
), 7 µm Al2O3; (b) - two-step anodization (15-20 mA/cm

2
), 5 µm Al2O3 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

The comparative analysis of Al2O3 coatings and effect of surface morphology on the wettability properties 
were discussed. It was seen that this type of modified Al2O3 structures provides direct experimental evidence 
for the theory of three-dimensional capillaries regarding superhydrophilicity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the modern world, Optical Character Recognition technology finds an incredible number of applications 
(text recognition quickly scanning document). Progress in this area is due to the emergence of advanced 
deep learning algorithms and neural network models, which, learning from a huge number of examples, can 
make very accurate predictions. 

The task of im2latex, known thanks to the OpenAI company, is to create an OCR neural network capable of 
converting an image with mathematical expressions into a similar expression in the LaTeX markup language 
with high accuracy. This problem belongs to the Image Captioning type - the neural network scans the image 
and, based on the extracted features, generates a description in natural language. 

The proposed solution uses the seq2seq architecture, which contains the Encoder and Decoder 
mechanisms, as well as Bahdanau Attention [1]. This approach makes it possible to achieve high efficiency 
and accuracy in generating captions of mathematical expressions. The principle of operation of the neural 
network is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Principle of im2latex 
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II. DATASET 

The training data for im2latex contains 100000 images with mathematical expressions, paired with their true 
LaTeX label. Before training, all captions are being tokenized (represented as numbers) and then a 
dictionary is assembled from all individual tokens (i.e., individual LaTeX words), which is used during training 
process. 

III. NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

Sequence to Sequence architecture consists of two main components: Encoder and Decoder. These are two 
connected neural networks training simultaneously, but performing different tasks. 

Encoder is the mechanism, that contains a set of convolutional layers and is designed to extract features 
from photos, which can then be used by Decoder and Attention to generate an output sequence. The 
number of layers and their settings are very important and may vary depending on the task. After extracting 
the features, Encoder summarizes it in a form called the Internal State Vector. 

After extracting the features, the Decoder begins to train, which in the future will be able to generate caption 
for any image. The mechanism is based on a recurrent neural network (RNN), which is able to identify and 
remember important information and ignore irrelevant information. 

An important element of Decoder is the Attention mechanism. Its essence is to generate “importance 
weights”, called the Context Vector, for the output sequences of the Encoder (image features), which are 
then combined with the input data of the Decoder, which allows the network to learn much more efficiently. 

The input data of the Decoder are the real captions corresponding to the dataset images passed through the 
Encoder. The whole training loop of the neural network is shown on Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Seq2Seq training loop 

IV. HYPERPARAMETERS 

The neural network uses SparseCategoricalCrossentropy as a loss function and Adam as an optimizer, 
“batch_size” is equal to 24 and epochs is set to 15. With such parameters, the network trained for about 14 
hours using Nvidia RTX 3080 and 32 gigabytes of RAM. The lowest average loss obtained is 0.025, which is 
an excellent result for Image Captioning neural networks. The loss graph is shown of Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Training Loss graph 

V. EVALUATION 

Measured BLEU [2] score is about 70% and Levenshtein distance metric is 31. In comparison with similar 
works [3], the obtained metric measurements are quite high. The competing solution has 40% for BLEU 
against 70% of the reviewed and 44 for Minimal Edit Distance against 31. Based on the above data, it can be 
argued that the developed neural network has high efficiency. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The presented neural network with the seq2seq architecture and Attention mechanism successfully solves 
the im2latex problem, which is confirmed by the results of measuring metrics. Generated captions for images 
with equations are quite accurate and, in most cases, coincide with the real ones. 

Such a solution can be used in mathematical programs to automatically translate images into LaTeX and 
further solve and analyze the resulting equations or expressions. 

The scope of use can be expanded by training the network on images with handwritten equations. A similar 
technology is used in the PhotoMath application, however, it has low accuracy and a small set of supported 
mathematical symbols. The described solution is devoid of both problems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The self-heating effect has a considerable influence on the characteristics of the heterostructure field-effect 
transistor (HFET) based on gallium nitride (GaN) [1,2]. To reduce the maximum temperature in GaN HFETs, 
a variety of thermal solutions has been attempted. These include diamond substrate [3], flip-chip bonding [4], 
backside metal deposition [5] and heat-eliminating element [6]. We have recently investigated [1] the dc and 
small signal performance of the HFETs with a graphene heat-removal system closely resembling that used 
by Yan et al. [6]. The graphene heat-eliminating element is connected with a heat sink outside the device 
structure and is designed specifically for removing the heat immediately from the maximum temperature 
region, thus providing an additional heat-escape route. To enhance the graphene heat-removal system, we 
have proposed [2] the formation of a trench in the passivation layer in which a high thermal conductivity 
material, such as boron nitride, boron arsenide or synthetic diamond is deposited. 

This paper is dedicated to the design optimization of the GaN HFET with a graphene heat-removal system 
enhanced by a trench in the passivation layer filled by diamond. 

II. DEVICE STRUCTURE 

The main object of the research is a GaN HFET with a graphene heat-removal system shown in Figure 1. 
After the solidus signs, the region thicknesses are indicated. The source-to-gate and gate-to-drain distances 
equal to 2 and 3 µm, respectively. The length and the width of the gate are 0.5 µm and 1 mm. The lengths of 
the diamond layer and the graphene heat-eliminating element equal to 2.8 and 3.9 µm. 

 

Figure 1. GaN HFET with a graphene heat-removal system 


